CultureShake Virtual Cache: General notices

Material needed
•
•
•
•

Text of “The Tempest” preferably accessible on iPad/tablet
iPad/tablet with maps.me app
Smartphones or tablets to take photos and videos
Pen and paper to take notes or digital notes on iPad/tablet

Get around
To reach the station of this geocache you have to enter a coordinate. Depending on the map
application you may use one of two coordinate formats provided:
•
•

For maps.me: 57.711615, 11.642688
For Google Maps: 57°42'41.8"N 11°38'33.7"E

You may use a map application (maps.me or Google Maps) on your iPad/tablet/smartphone
(on Android-based systems enable “GPS” in the “Settings”; on Apple based systems enable
“Settings > Privacy > Location Services” and select the setting “While Using the App” for your
map app). You then search for a station by entering the coordinates into the map app, e.g.
for maps.me “57.711615, 11.642688” or with Google Maps as “57°42'41.8"N 11°38'33.7"E”
(it is not necessary to use the °) and search for this place: the map app will then show the
station and your location so that you can find the way.
Be aware: If you use Google Maps, you may be charged for using the internet.
REMEMBER: Safety first. Watch out for traffic. When you perform your task at the
location, do not leave your personal belongings unguarded.
Your group should consist of someone
•
•

•
•
•
•

responsible for coordinates
responsible for safety (to make sure that no one is run over by a car when they look
on digital devices and may not pay attention to the traffic, group uses traffic lights to
cross streets and bridges to cross rivers.)
responsible for taking pictures
responsible for making videos
responsible for editing the pictures and videos
responsible for uploading pictures and videos to the cloud

Group 1
Coordinate: Maps.me 57.707731, 11.964664 (Google 57°42′27.83″N 11°57′52.79″E)
To log this cache you have to take photos and/or make videos for our website
http://cultureshake.eu. You can upload everything later in school with a link which will
be sent to you.
Your cache this time is not a box, but the very location with its story. Now find the location
with one of the above coordinates. For this location you have to use your imagination!
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So it is now up to you to invoke the spirit of Shakespeare at this place: Think of a passage in
“The Tempest” you would like to use (you can use the text version or the example below)
and act it out.
Tasks:
1) Document task 2 in your photos and/or videos.
2) Use as many languages as you can for tasks a – e below: which person from your
group used the most languages and how many languages did your group use in
total?
a. Move around greeting other students with your line.
b. Greet other students with your line as if it is the funniest joke in the world.
c. Greet other students with your line as if it were the saddest story ever told.
d. You are a spy! Speak your line confidentially to several other students. Noone else must hear.
e. Jump up and down on the spot, saying one word at each jump. 2
Text example 3

PROSPERO {Act 5 Epilogue}

Think of other
passages …

Our revels now are ended. These our actors,
As I foretold you, were all spirits and
Are melted into air, into thin air.
We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.

…
John Chaplin, retrieved September 20th 2018 from https://angloswedish.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/ashakepeare-treasure-hunt-through-gothenburg.pdf.
2
Rex Gibson, Teaching Shakespeare. Cambridge 201115, 106 – 107.
3
Short text version provided by SBT.
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Group 2
Coordinate: Maps.me 57.698189, 11.980046 (Google 57°41′54.31″N 11°58′46.02″E)
To log this cache you have to take photos and/or make videos for our website
http://cultureshake.eu. You can upload everything later in school with a link which will
be sent to you.
Your cache this time is not a box, but the very location with its story. Now find the location
with one of the above coordinates.
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So it is now up to you to invoke the spirit of Shakespeare at this place: Think of a passage in
“The Tempest” you like to use (you can use the text version or the example below) and act it
out.
Tasks:
1) Document task 2 in your photos and/or videos.
2) Use as many languages as you can for tasks a – e below: which person from your
group used the most languages and how many languages did your group use in
total?
a. Move around greeting other students with your line.
b. Greet other students with your line as if it is the funniest joke in the world.
c. Greet other students with your line as if it were the saddest story ever told.
d. You are a spy! Speak your line confidentially to several other students. Noone else must hear.
e. Jump up and down in the spot, saying one word at each jump. 2
Text example 3

Think of other
passages …

PROSPERO {Act 5 Epilogue}
Our revels now are ended. These our actors,
As I foretold you, were all spirits and
Are melted into air, into thin air.
We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.

…
John Chaplin, retrieved September 20th 2018 from https://angloswedish.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/ashakepeare-treasure-hunt-through-gothenburg.pdf.
2
Rex Gibson, Teaching Shakespeare. Cambridge 201115, 106 – 107.
3
Short text version provided by SBT.
1

Group 3
Coordinates: Maps.me 57.70013, 11.919422 (Google 57°42′04.17″N 11°55′07.15″E)
To log this cache you have to take photos and/or make videos for our website
http://cultureshake.eu. You can upload everything later in school with a link which will
be sent to you.
Your cache this time is not a box, but the very location with its story. Now find the location
with the above coordinate.
1 2
On
East India Company trading ships Shakespeare plays were performed by the crew.1 The
East India Company was founded in 1600 to participate in the East Indian spice trade. The
merchant world, especially the one in Asia, was multilingual. Thus, the East India Company
employed many people with language skills. During their time abroad they encountered
more and more languages and picked up words and phrases. Their language soon became
a multilingual jargon of the mix of languages they all were familiar with. The success of the
company inspired the formation of the Swedish East India Company in 1731 in
Gothenburg.2

So it is now up to you to invoke the spirit of Shakespeare at this place: Think of a passage in
“The Tempest” you like to use (you can use the text version or the example below) and act it
out.
Task:
Document your acting with a photo show and/or a video.
Here are some ideas:
•
•
•
•
•

Think of the character you played in “The Tempest” and act out a gesture;
Do the wave movement from your staging in Stratford;
Only parts of your bodies can be in the picture;
Use different camera settings;
…. be creative!!!
Make sure all of the following items are part of your photo show and/or video:
1) Think of angles which suit a performance of “The Tempest” at this
location
2) Remember the multilingual jargon, the mix of languages on board of
such ships. Think of ways to integrate this in your photos, e.g. you can
add subtitles under the photo or use speech bubbles and/ or video.

“Shakespeare at sea“, retrieved September 20th 2018 from
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/explore/shakespeare-sea.
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“The Swedish East India Company”, retrieved September 20th 2018 from https://www.soic.se/the-swedisheast-india-company/en/.
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